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Introduction
Since 1995 the Athenree Homestead Trust has been working to restore Athenree, the Stewart homestead, which was
among the earliest homesteads in the colonial settlement
at Katikati. As part of this restoration project archaeological investigations were commissioned by the Trust: firstly,
those undertaken by Phillips and Procter in 1999 and
2002, which are summarised here but presented in full in a
separate report (Phillips and Procter 2003); and, secondly,
those undertaken by CFG Heritage Ltd. in 2006 and 2008,
which are the subject of this report.
The site is recorded as T13/751 in the New Zealand
Archaeological Association site file and the excavations
reported here were conducted under authority 2006/163
issued by New Zealand Historic Places Trust under section
14 of the Historic Places Act 1993. The work was funded
by the Environmental Enhancement Fund administered
by Environment Bay of Plenty. Stage 1 of excavation took
place over two days in August 2006 and Stage 2, the cellar
excavation, over four days in January 2008 and four days in
May 2008. The purpose of the investigations was to explore
the grassed paddock area to the south of the homestead
with the intention of locating the known historic struc-

tures of the post office and barn. Various activities had
taken place in this area behind the house: the Stewarts’
original living quarters were here and subsequently there
were several farming related structures. It was hoped that
sufficient archaeological evidence would be recovered to
understand the immediate house and farm environment.
Historical Background
Arrival in New Zealand and establishment of Athenree
Captain Hugh and Adela Stewart arrived in New Zealand
in 1878 with their seven year-old son, Mervyn. They took
up 500 acres of land and built the homestead at what is now
called Athenree near Katikati (Figure 1).
Hugh was the brother of George Vassey Stewart who
established and privately funded the Ulster settlement,
the world’s only organised settlement from Ulster, north
Ireland. Katikati was the first of his settlements, the second
being in Te Puke. George brought two ships of settlers to
Katikati: first the Carisbrook Castle in 1875, which brought
238 settlers; and second, the Lady Jocelyn in 1878, this
time with 378 settlers, including Hugh and Adela Stewart
(Kellaway 2000).
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Figure 1. The location
of Athenree.

By the time Hugh and Adela arrived they had a number
of family members in the settlement since George’s wife
and children had arrived on the first ship and George and
Hugh’s parents had accompanied Hugh and Adela on the
Lady Jocelyn. Hugh’s sister, Mary Gledstanes, and her husband, Robert, arrived the following year. Each Stewart
family built homes that they named after places or homes
in County Tyrone, Ireland: Mount Stewart for George;
Martray for Capt. Mervyn Stewart; Lakspur for Mary
and Robert Gladestanes; Athenree for Hugh and Adela.
Athenree is the only one of these that survives (Kellaway
2000).
Hugh and Adela purchased land which was covered
with fern and manuka. They established a farm and lived
there for 28 years until their return to Ireland in 1906.
These years are documented in Adela’s book My Simple Life
in New Zealand, where she refers to them as her “twentyeight years of pioneering work” (1996: preface). The book
was based on Adela’s diaries and it describes building the
house and extending it over time, establishing and developing the farm, and recounts everyday farm, household
and social life.
Adela’s book provides an excellent resource for
researching the homestead and development of Katikati as
well New Zealand social history in general, since it gives
insight into the experiences of farming pioneers in New
Zealand, especially the women. There were many practicalities of farming and pioneering life that Adela had to
learn for the first time in New Zealand and these receive
much attention in her book.

After moving the temporary residence and incorporating it into the house, a new stable was built in 1882. By this
time the Stewarts were accommodating young men from
the north of Ireland who provided assistance on the farm
in exchange for experience.

The homestead, farm buildings and post office

Activities of Daily Life

When the Stewarts arrived on their land they built temporary accommodation, referred to as the stables. The intention was for this building to be converted into the stables
once they built a larger house nearby. However, in order
to keep the cost of the new house down, they constructed
a drawing room on the new site and shifted the ‘stables’
50 yards to abut this new building, then added a kitchen,
storeroom and stairs to an upstairs loft. Adela describes
the drawing room:

In addition to detailing the building of the house and the
establishment of the farm, Adela describes many details of
everyday life in Athenree throughout their years there. The
different spheres of male and female work are noted. In
early years Hugh and one male helper built their home and
Hugh used his carpentry skills to furnish it. Adela meanwhile was occupied with settling into their home as it was
built, clearing the ground of fern roots and establishing gardens, planting trees, keeping poultry, learning to cook and
teaching their son every morning. On the matter of establishing gardens Adela at one point comments “it becomes
evident that gardening must be the women’s department,
the men being too busy for anything so purely ornamental
as flowers and unnecessary as vegetables” (1996: 30). This
was the case too for curing pork: “This was women’s work,
the men being busy planting potatoes” (1996: 37).
Hugh continued to be much occupied with the working
the land, carpentry and managing stock, of which Adela
records many details, including prices of purchases and
sales. As Mervyn grew older he took charge of the cattle.
The Stewarts had been accompanied to New Zealand by
two servants, Joe and Sarah Malyon and their two chil-

Our expenses were increasing, and views modifying,
so we decided to build rougher stables, and make the
present “stables” the nucleus of Athenree, our dwelling
house, to be erected on a better site, necessitating the
removal intact on rollers some fift y yards of the stables. Before doing so, the drawing room, 28 x 18, was
built on wooden blocks rammed into the ground; then
followed the studs, upper plate, ridge board, rafters,
rusticated board walls, battens for the roof, shingles,
window sashes, one being a large bay commanding a
fine view of practically unlimited Pacific Ocean, quite
lifeless (1996: 39).
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Each cadet having his own horse, they took great
interest in building and roofing the stables, furnishing
stalls and making everything ship-shape on the site
of the original “Stables” – our present house. But the
new buildings were less elaborate and costly, according to our modified views after 4 years experience
(1996: 65).

The new stables must have been of large size to accommodate a horse for each of the six cadets, plus farm horses.
It is likely that the buggy or cart was also kept undercover.
Additions were soon made; for example, a smithy was built
so the visiting blacksmith could make horseshoes and
repair farm implements. In 1890 a post office was built on
the western side of the property between the stables and
the house.
There are references in Adela Stewart’s book to other
features around the house and the stables. These include
a well dug in 1879, a fenced enclosure for the pig, a shell
paved area in front of the stables and a kitchen garden
enclosed with a post and wire fence. There is reference to
an open air washhouse, a slaughter house, a fowl house, a
smoke-house, glass bed and a large dairy (see Appendix 1
for details). Mention is also made of “shakedowns” which
were provided to accommodate tramps or itinerant farm
workers, who would frequently come looking for work.
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dren. The on-going association does not appear to have
been successful in the new land:
These servants were useful at first, but experience
proved that the colonial born and bred adapts himself
better to his surroundings, especially in the country,
than does a servant from home. (1996: 15)

Although the family usually had servants they were
often without for periods of time. This left Adela to learn
many tasks and handle them alone, such as cooking for
large numbers, milking cows, washing, mangling, ironing, starching, making and mending clothes for the family
and workmen. Maintenance of the house was also required
and washing the windows and painting the dining room
floorboards also fell to Adela. At one point Adela notes “in
New Zealand, when you want a thing done, you must do it
yourself” (1996: 45). This new role appears to have greatly
contrasted to her life as Irish gentry before coming to New
Zealand.
Life was not all work though and the Stewarts enjoyed a
busy social life. Adela describes many picnics and outings,
dances, weddings, races and social visits from friends, relatives, travellers and officials, all of whom were received
with hospitality. Meals were readily provided and gatherings with friends frequently developed into a ‘hop.’ With
failing health and increasing age, Hugh and Adela sold the
farm in 1906 and returned to Ireland. Following Hugh’s
death in 1909, Adela returned to New Zealand in 1910 but
died the night of her arrival.
Post-Stewart farm occupation
When the Stewarts left Athenree in 1906 they sold the property to Henry Watterson who stayed for a year, or as Adela
writes “left the place in twelve months, after selling every
movable thing on the property” (1996: 160). The property
changed hands four times in the next 13 years before being
bought by the Rapley family in 1921. The Rapleys owned
Athenree until 1946. After this time a series of farming
families owned the property until it was subdivided in
1994. The list of owners is given in Appendix 2.
By 1986 Athenree homestead had been derelict for a
number of years. Lobbying from local residents led in 1995
to the Western Bay of Plenty Council purchasing the 2.5
ha property containing the house and former gardens as
a Local Purpose Reserve (Historic Homestead). Since that
time the restoration of the homestead has been on-going.
Previous excavations of the kitchen, storeroom and laundry, September 1999 to November 2000
Before the Athenree Homestead Trust could begin restoration, excavation was required at the back of the existing
building where the kitchen, store and laundry had been
located. These were conducted by Ken Phillips and Barbara
Procter and the following is summarised from their report
(Phillips and Procter 2003).
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The area immediately behind the house was the focus
of the excavation but investigations were also made in the
verandah area on the north side. Unfortunately, the overlying soil had already been removed at the front of the house
so little was found; only a couple of veranda piles and a
little crushed shell remaining from a shell path.
The back of the house was relatively undisturbed. A
reproduction of Phillips and Procter’s excavation plans is
given in Figure 2. The more detailed original plans can be
found in their excavation report.
Their excavations uncovered the chimney footing,
which had served both the laundry and the kitchen. The
construction of this chimney was an occasion worth
noting:
Our primitive open air washhouse was now being
turned into a laundry, a bricklayer at 10 s. a day and
‘tucker’ (food consisting of three meat meals a day)
having come to build a chimney, which, with brick
stands for two copper boilers, took him a week, but
proved for ever after the greatest comfort. The larger
one had a capacity of 25 gallons for boiling clothes,
the other 15 gallons for jams, hop-beer, etc., etc. (1996:
66)

The remains of kitchen joists were found as well as the
bricks stacked two by two that had been used to support
them. Adela writes that the kitchen and scullery had originally had a brick floor which lasted for many years “until
undermined by rats, which led eventually to having the
bricks removed and wooden floor laid in a much enlarged
kitchen” (1996: 43).
Foundation piles were discovered 5.25 m out from the
south wall of the existing house at approximately 1.5 m
intervals. These were thought to represent the back wall
of the lean-to behind the dining room. These piles had
a 6 m long, 150 mm wide tin band attached to the outside of them, perhaps to keep out rats. A path outside the
kitchen door revealed three phases of use, the last of which
was probably after the Stewarts’ occupation (Phillips and
Procter 2003: 3).
The remains of the bathroom were also identified and
a waste water pipe and galvanised pipe that led to the bath
were found. Adjacent to the bathroom the remains of a
concrete and brick water tank were found, the building of
which is mentioned by Adela as taking place about 1883.
There were the remnants of a brick paved area 1.45 m x
1.9 m, which appeared to have been immediately outside
the back door. A row of 27 bricks laid side by side were
thought to be the foundations of a wall, perhaps between
the washhouse and the bathroom. It was suggested that
the washhouse was a lean-to structure outside the bathroom. Unfortunately, excavations did not locate the areas
in which the Stewart’s dumped rubbish.
The artefacts recovered under the floor of the lean-to
were a mix of modern and nineteenth century. Several 19th
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Figure 2. Redrawn excavation plans from Phillips and Procter (2003) showing their relation to CFG’s Stage 2 excavation.
century items were found and can be associated with the
Stewarts’ occupation. Many of these were domestic glass,
ceramics or metal. Some metal items were building-related
and many were farm-related, such as horseshoes, metal fittings and riding tack.
The 19th century glass included fragmented alcohol
bottles and part of a ‘whirly’ salad oil bottle. Adela referred
frequently to making jam, so jars were expected but only
four were found. Fragments of a cup and a saucer proved
to be 19th century and a number of undated transferprint fragments were found. A cultivator was found in the
water tank that likely dates to the 1880s and one section of
decorative cast iron fireplace surround was found and is
very likely 19th century. Many glazed, coloured tiles were
also recovered, which might be those that Adela mentions
being around their fireplace.
Recent excavations
Research Strategy
Although farming has been the mainstay of New Zealand
economy since early colonial times, there has been relatively little archaeological exploration of the industry or
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the domestic spaces associated with farming activities.
Recently there have been excavations of Bell Block, an
1860s farmstead in Taranaki (Bader 2005); the Westney
Farmstead in Auckland, established in 1855 (Campbell
and Furey 2007); and the nearby 1860s Scott house (CFG
Heritage report in preparation). These sites differ from
each other in terms of spatial layout and material recovered. Further examples will be useful for interpreting surface evidence of other early farmsteads where buildings no
longer stand. From the small sample of sites known archaeologically it is not yet possible to predict what might be
present in a farmyard, where the domestic space ends and
the farm space begins or how early farmers perceived space
for placing farm buildings or for disposing of rubbish.
New Zealand is a nation of migrants. The first generation of European settlers brought with them the attitudes,
traditions and technology of their homeland. The regions
or area that individuals came from in England or Ireland
may have provided subtle differences in ways of farming or
building construction which may be evident archaeologically. The material culture and spatial layout of the 1870–
90s farmyard and its relationship to the house at Athenree

Athenree Homestead

ening may have affected archaeological remains to the east
of the house.
Photographs held by the Stewart Homestead Trust were
used to guide where to excavate to locate the post office
and part of the barn. Adela Stewart’s account of moving
the stables forward 50 feet to its new location as part of
Athenree homestead also indicated its possible former
location.
A 4 tonne backhoe was used to remove the turf and
topsoil layer in the area where the barn and post office were
expected. The remaining loose topsoil was then spaded or
scraped off to expose the underlying yellow-brown subsoil
in which features were clearly visible. The topsoil layer was
removed by machine and where it was deepest was taken
off in shallow spits to increase the opportunity to recover
any material culture items present in the topsoil and identify any visible features within the upper layer. In addition,
test strips were placed in the vicinity of where the original
stables building was most likely situated. All features and
material culture were excavated, recorded and collected.

can be contrasted to the 1850s Westney farmyard, 1860s
Scott House and 1860s farmyard in Bell Block in order to
consider such differences.
Spatial reconstruction of the farmyard was deemed
an important component of this project. Archaeological
excavations were conducted in the area to the south of the
house with the aim of identifying the locations of various farm buildings, the layout of the drainage system, the
privy and rubbish pits. Documenting remains of these
and understanding their changes over time would add to
understanding the history of the house, and interpreting
its story for the public as well as increasing our understanding of colonial farming life and its development.
Methodology
Adela Stewart’s book was read carefully for information
regarding structures likely to be present and their locations. Findings of the previous archaeological excavations
were noted and LINZ (Land Information New Zealand)
records were consulted to find out whether any road-wid-
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Figure 3. Plan showing all excavation areas in the paddock behind the homestead.
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The analysis and cataloguing of material culture was carried out post-excavation.
The primary focus of Stage 1 was to find evidence of
the location of the post office. Stage 2 focussed more on
locating and defining other farm buildings and so excavated directly behind the house. The location of this and
all excavations and test strips done behind the homestead
to date is shown on Figure 3. Area North of the Stage 2
excavation was investigated in order to provide continuity between this and Phillips and Procter’s excavation and
also in the hopes of providing information about any services that may have led to the house from this direction, as
this could aid the reconstruction process.
The Middle and South areas were uncovered in order
to investigate a compacted surface and cobbled area that
were revealed by topsoil stripping. Trenches were dug in
the south of the paddock up to the fenceline in order to
test the area between the compacted surface and the end
of the paddock.
Most features were excavated by hand. Due to time constraints, some features were partially excavated in order
to gain an understanding of them by sampling a section.
For the excavation of the cellar topsoil and the first 500
mm of fi ll was excavated by hand. The backhoe was then
used to take out the bulk of the soil before the base was
carefully cleaned down by hand. Features were numbered
and recorded on feature record forms, their appearance,
dimensions and relationships were noted and many were

then photographed. Features were mapped using a plane
table.
The buildings: historic images
Historic images were scrutinized to get as much information as possible about the buildings of interest. Figures
4 and 5 show the post office in 1900. Figure 6 (undated)
shows the front of the post office. From these photos a brief
exterior description is possible: it was a single gabled building clad in vertical boards and battens with a corrugated
iron roof, windows were present in the north and western
walls (the southern side is not seen), an open porch with a
curved roof was present at the eastern end, and there was
a doorway on the western side, visible in Figure 6 as a projection. If this projection was the width of two sheets of
corrugated iron (clearly visible on Figure 5), the length of
the building would have been approximately 5.8 m. Large
trees, at that time about 20 years old, grew to the south of
the building and overshadowed it. The structure was surrounded by a post and rail fence and was outside the main
entrance gate to Athenree.
Only the photo in Figure 6 gives a glimpse of the barn
and buildings behind the house. It shows a long building
running perpendicular to the back of the house. There
appears to be another at the end of it (far left) running at
right angles. The position and length of these buildings is
difficult to judge from this photo, which appears to have
been taken with a very wide-angled lens.

Figure 4. Photograph of
Athenree taken in 1900.
The post office can be
seen behind the house
to the left (Katikati
Library Archives 43).
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Figure 5. Photograph
of the post office
dating to 1900 (Katikati
Library Archives 43).

Figure 6. The mail
coach at Athenree.
This photo, taken c.
1910, shows the house
on the right, the post
office in the middle and
perhaps the barn or
other farm buildings
to the left (Alexander
Turnbull Library Ref.
G–38 310–1/1).
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Unfortunately the large trees visible in Figure 6 make
viewing and reconstruction of the barn difficult. It was a
large building and may have been L-shaped, with wings
oriented north–south and east–west. It was to the west of
the post office, and south of the house. For all other structures in the area we have only Adela’s description.
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Stage 1 excavation, August 2007
The open paddock sloped gently south to north. There was
no evidence of benching or terracing showing where any
buildings may have been. Tree trunks and remnants of
vegetation in low heaps on the slope suggested that large
trees may have been removed from the vicinity in relatively
recent times.
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Figure 8. Stage 1 excavation plan.
western edge of the excavation area a recent layer of rubbley clay and soft rock was present immediately under the
turf. This layer was up to 300 mm deep over a thin buried
topsoil. Figure 7 shows part of the excavation area.
Features

Figure 7. Part of the Stage 1 excavation area. Mixed topsoil
still covers the area but some postholes were found at this
level and two service trenches can faintly be seen running
diagonally across the picture.
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Figure 8 shows a plan of the Stage 1 excavation and the
features uncovered. Postholes, some with in situ remnant
posts, were present at the eastern end of the excavation
area (Figure 9). The posthole shapes were not consistent,
and varied between square, rectangular and round. Several
structures have been present on this site, and none of the
postholes could be positively assigned to the Stewart era of
occupation.
More recent features included service trenches and
water pipes. Feature 10, the most recent service trench, cut
through a water pipe (Feature 8) and the mottled yellowbrown fi ll showed within the topsoil.

Athenree Homestead

little uniformity or alignment to indicate what these represent. The postholes ranged in size between 200 to 400
mm across and did not exceed 200 mm deep below the surface of the subsoil. In contrast to those discovered during
Stage 1, none of the postholes contained the remains of
wooden posts and only one (Feature 14) had a post impression remaining. Figure 11 shows two examples of these
postholes.
When considered with the postholes found on the other
side of the fence by Phillips and Procter (P&P), four postholes (P&P Features 1 and 2 and CFG2 Features 1 and 2)
appear to align roughly north–south. They may represent
some kind of structure at right angles to the homestead.
The four postholes are however not alike in shape as P&P
1 and 2 are oval, containing loose soil and rubble while
CFG2 Features 1 and 2 however were very regular squares
with clean brown soil fi ll.
Water pipe

Figure 9. Example of one of the postholes (Feature 1) with
remains of a wooden post.
Feature 16 was a concentration of coal and coke underneath the topsoil in the southwest corner of the excavation
area. It was mostly 20 mm thick with a couple of deeper
depressions.
Stage 2 excavations, January–February 2008
A plan of the Stage 2 excavation areas and features is given
in Figure 10.
Stratigraphy
Stratigraphy was as described in Stage 1 although topsoil was much thinner, only 100 mm in most areas. In the
north area however it became progressively thicker along
the fenceline towards the northeast as it led towards the
road. The maximum topsoil thickness was 400 mm and
where it was deepest it also became mixed, soft and permeated by tree roots. Features were generally readily visible
in the soft yellow-brown tephra-based subsoil. During the
cellar excavation a natural layer of clay was found under
this tephra-based soil at a depth of 1.8 m.
Features
Postholes
In the northern portion of the main excavation area a
number of postholes were uncovered. Most were plain,
shallow, square features fi lled with brown soil. As with the
postholes uncovered in the Stage 1 excavation, there was
Beatrice Hudson
CFG Heritage Ltd.

A metal water pipe led south from the fence in Area North.
It did not run straight but curved slightly to and fro and
it lay 150–200 mm above the surface of the subsoil. In
the middle of this length of pipe was a four-way junction
with a tap on the eastern side where another length of the
pipe joined at a right angle (Figure 12). The latter led east
towards to road and may have connected to Feature 9 of
the Stage 1 excavation. There had clearly once been another
pipe attached on the other side, leading to the west. The
water pipe may have at some point connected with the pipe
shown on Phillips and Procter’s plan.
The age of the pipe is unclear but it may have dated to
the time of the Stewarts. A similar gauge metal standpipe
can be seen in one portrait of Hugh and Adela (Figure 13)
and Adela writes that a hydraulic ram was installed by
1891, giving the house a “grand water-supply [and] about
twenty taps in and around the house to draw from” (1996:
100).
It is unknown where the perpendicular branch led to,
perhaps to a structure or standpipe in the northeast of
the paddock or even to a tub at the roadside since in 1905
Adela writes of Hugh, out of pity for thirsty horses in the
hot weather, arranging such pipes running from the house
to “a large tub on the roadside, where all creatures, two or
four legged, could drink and be thankful” (1996: 156).
A rubbish pit was found in this area but it contained
relatively late material postdating the occupation by the
Stewarts. The pit was small and oval-shaped, measuring
1180 mm long and 520 mm wide. The contents were clearly
domestic and included a large number of small pharmaceutical and condiment bottles. Two kettles were found
that had attachments for electric plugs.
Unfortunately, as has been the case with all the farmstead excavations listed above, there is still no evidence of
where the Stewarts deposited their household rubbish.
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Figure 11. Features 1 (right) and 2 (left). 1 metre scale. Photo
taken facing west.

Figure 13. Portrait of Hugh and Adela taken in 1900. It is not
clear what the building is that they are next to; perhaps the
stairs to the hayloft that Adela mentions.
Figure 12. The metal water pipe that led south from the
house and then branched of at this screw tap. [6906_crop]
Seven other postholes and one long narrow trench feature were dispersed across the northern area. The trench
was Feature 5 and it was only very shallow and petered out
at its eastern end. It is not clear what, if anything, it related
to.
Cellar
The dominant feature of the northern area was Feature 3.
This had been visible on the surface as a round depression
in the paddock. Once the topsoil was removed, it became
clear that it was a large, square feature with a small rectangular section on the northern side, closest to the house.
The surface of the feature was scattered with broken glass,
ceramics and corroded metal items.
Initially only a test-pit was excavated along the northern edge of the feature (Figure 14). This revealed that it had
deep, straight sides and a flat base at 1.7 m. It seemed that
the most plausible interpretation was a cellar. The base of
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the rectangular section sloped down into the cellar and
had a central posthole, suggesting that it was an entrance
way in which a ladder or steps had been placed. The dark,
soft fi ll of the feature was very densely packed with corroded metal farm implements, broken glass and ceramics
and leather boots. Material from the test-pit was found to
date to about the 1940s. This material is discussed below
and listed in Appendix 4.
The team returned in May 2008 and August to excavate the cellar in full. The cellar had clearly been fi lled in
one event since the fi ll was continuous throughout. A layer
of shell, mostly cockles (Austrovenus stutchburyi) but also
including pipi (Paphies australis), tuatua (Paphies subtriangulata) and mudsnail (Amphibola crenata) lay across the
base. Adela describes using shell to cover the earth floor of
the lean-to kitchen attached to the original stables (Stewart
1996: 28); shell was clearly also used as a floor for the cellar.
Figures 15 to 18 show the cellar before and after excavation
and Figures 19 and 20 show it drawn in plan and profile.
The cellar was square, though not perfectly so, with
straight sides that were slightly irregular at the top due to
a small amount of collapse. The rectangular cut thought
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Figure 14. Photo looking down into the excavated section of the cellar. The entrance, with its posthole base
can be seen as well as the edge of Feature 25. Part of
the beam impression can be seen just above the top of
the vertical standing scale. Scales are .5 m and 1 m.

to represent an entrance way was not quite centred in the
northern wall.
Internal beams clearly supported the walls and probably a roof over the structure. Post impressions could be
seen in the walls and corners of the feature and in one case
(Feature 27) the large wooden post remained in situ. Some
of the beams had been set into the walls of the cellar, while
others had stood flush against the walls and were represented only by postholes in the cellar base. The plan of
postholes is shown above in Figure 19 and some can be
seen in Figure 21. Their layout and number suggests that
there may have been two phases of use of the cellar. It
appears that initially the cellar was dug as a regular square,
as represented by Features 43 and 44 – extra postholes
found in the cellar base. Later it seems that the cellar was
extended by approximately 200 mm to the north and the
west, making it the slightly off square shape it is today. This
extension may have been made for evening out collapse in
the walls. The difference between the two phases was also
marked by a slight difference in fi ll texture along the base
of what is thought to be the extended parts.
A posthole in the centre of the cellar floor indicated that
together the posts acted to support the roof as well as add
support to what were probably bare earth walls. Curiously
though, this centre posthole did not have a flat base. It
was V-shaped suggesting that it supported an strut angled
towards the south, pressure from which had caused a large
crack in the clay on the edge of Feature 25 (see below).
Underneath the shell covering on the floor of the cellar
was a thin layer of yellow soil that covered the clay base of
the cellar. This may have been deposited on the floor when
the extension of the walls was made. In places another
thin lens of dark soil could be seen below this yellow soil,

Figure 15. The cellar before
excavation facing south. Scale
1 m.
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Figure 16. The excavated cellar facing
east before excavation
of the well. The cut
thought to represent
the entrance can be
seen to the left on the
house side. Scale 1 m.

Figure 17. Composite
image of the excavated
cellar and partially
excavated well, photo
facing north, scales 1m.
The postholes in the
base are now visible.
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Figure 18. Composite image
of the excavated cellar facing
south, scales 1 m.

Athenree Cellar, Feature 3
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Figure 19. Plan drawing of the cellar showing the position of the well, F25 and postholes for the beams that
would have supported the roof and walls.
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Figure 20. Profile
drawing of the
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Figure 21. View of the
cellar floor taken facing
west.
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which would have been soil deposited on the original cellar
floor.
A small amount of yellow earth lying over the shell layer
in the northwest corner appeared to have been washed in
and was probably due to some decay in the structure of the
cellar (Figure 22). There was a small alcove in the southern wall of the feature. This was 300 mm deep and roughly
semicircular in plan. This was possibly another area of
collapse. In this corner the cellar had clearly cut through
Feature 31, a scoop-shaped feature fi lled with dark soil and
a small amount of fragmented shell (Figure 23).
Well
A regular rectangular feature, measuring 1 m x 1.5 m,
was discovered in the base of the cellar. This was initially
thought to be a pit associated with the cellar, but partial
excavation showed it to be very deep. Most of it was excavated to a depth of 1 m below the base of the cellar, and a
test pit in the corner reached approximately 2 m with still
no sign of a base. From there it was probed another 1.2 m.
It is therefore considered to be a well, the only likely explanation for a feature so narrow and deep. Its shape was surprising for a well, which are usually round and lined with
bricks, the round shape helping to hold the bricks in place
like an arch. This feature, however, showed no sign of ever
having been lined. No brick or plank impressions were
found in the walls, but instead the original spades marks
were clearly preserved in the clay (visible in Figure 25).
Four slots were found in the walls, the flat bases of
which were 400 mm below the base of the cellar. These
are shown below in Figure 25 and Figure 26. They were
most likely for the purpose of holding crossing beams to
aid support or access when digging the well. They were offcentre, which would have left room for a person to move
in the northeast quadrant of the well. Tool marks in these
beam slots indicated that they had been dug with a stick or
pointed tool, not a flat bladed one. This was also the case
with the posthole in the south east corner of the cellar.
The fi ll of the well was clearly different from the fi ll of
the rest of the cellar. Mostly it was a clean fill of the yellow
tephra subsoil. Few artefacts were found in the excavated
part of the well, although some material had been thrown
into the fi ll approximately 1.5 m below the cellar base. This
was detected by probing and a small amount was retrieved
from the test pit. It included a very fine, thin glass shards
that may have belonged to coverings for kerosene lamps,
the neck of a black beer bottle with a hand-applied top, and
a tin matchbox that was so corroded that the maker’s mark
could not be read.
The fi ll at the top of the feature was more varied, showing evidence of different activities. At 600 mm depth below
the cellar base the fi ll was compacted, creating an even
floor with shell crushed into it (Figure 27). Perhaps this
space acted as an extra cool-store within the cellar once
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the well had been mostly fi lled. The soil was not compacted
around the edges of the feature and the distinct division
between the compacted and the soft fi ll gave the impression that some kind of lining had been placed around the
edge consistent with having been used in some way at this
depth (Figure 28). Above this compact level loose shell had
been tipped in as fi ll. This shell appeared to be the same
shell material that had been laid across the cellar floor.
Another deposit of artefacts was found directly above it,
approximately 400 mm below the cellar floor. This was
mostly of alcohol bottles but a few plain ceramics, metal
items and a bone toothbrush were also included (Appendix
4). The compacted level, the shell fi ll and artefacts layer can
be seen in the cross section shown in Figure 29.
Finally, the top 200–400 mm (the underlying deposit
was sloped, indicating the direction of fi ll) was fi lled with
a mixed brown soil containing no artefacts or shell. Two
postholes, Features 35 and 36, had been dug into this material. These small postholes were roughly the same sized
and angled away from each other. They aligned roughly
with the cellar entrance and were possibly the foundation
for steps or a ladder.
Adela does make mention of a cellar in her diary,
though only in passing, giving little detail: “having a good
earth-cellar, made by excavating to fill up the original well,
which we no longer used…” (1996: 96)
The term ‘earth cellar’ implies earth walls with no
lining. No evidence of any sort could be seen to suggest
that the cellar had been lined. The walls were hard and
compacted with reasonably flat surfaces but there were no
impressions of boards or bricks in either the walls or base.
It is now believed that the feature uncovered in the base
of the cellar (Feature 25, see below) was the original well,
dug, as Adela writes, by “Jemmy the Darkie” when they
first arrived at Athenree and were still staying in “Tinpost
Castle” owned, incidentally, by Jemmy, who was West
Indian (1996: 24). Adela writes that Jemmy struck water at
62 feet (18.9 m), meaning that if this is Jemmy’s well, then
it is likely as much as 20 m deep.
This suggests that the well was dug first and then was
enlarged from the surface by digging out around it to
create the cellar, using the soil to fi ll the well. The size of
the cellar would have produced a volume of earth that
would have substantially, but not entirely fi lled the well,
which Adela writes was part of the reason the cellar was
created. If the well is 19 m deep (though it is likely more if
that was only the depth at which water was struck), then its
volume would be at least 28.5 m3. Subtracting that part that
would become part of the cellar (1.8 metre’s worth) leaves
25.8 m3 needing to be fi lled. The cellar measured 3 x 3.4 x
1.8 m and would therefore produce about 18.3 m3 of spoil,
not sufficient to fi ll the entire well as Adela writes. Other
material would have been needed in addition to this.
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Figure 22. A small amount of collapse of the
walls of the cellar has caused pale earth to
wash down over the shell-covered base in
the north west corner of Feature 3. Scale .25
m.

Figure 23. Feature 30 facing northwest.
Scale .5 m.

Figure 24. Feature 25, the well in the base of
the cellar. Facing north, scales 1 m.
Beatrice Hudson
CFG Heritage Ltd.
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Figure 25. Three of the beam slots
in the walls of the well. Facing west,
scales 1 m.

Figure 26. The beam slot in the west wall of the
well. This one is the smaller in its pair of beam
slots, so one end of the beam would have been
inserted here first, then the other end slotted
into the longer slot in the west wall.
18
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Figure 27. This compacted layer with shell
crushed into it was uncovered at a depth of 640
mm. Four bricks were set into this compacted
level. Photo facing east, scales 1m, .5 m.

Figure 28. The soft fill around the
edges of the compacted level has
been removed. Photo facing south,
scales 1 m.
Beatrice Hudson
CFG Heritage Ltd.
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Figure 29. Half section facing east. This shows
the compacted level at 640 mm depth, the
loose shell tipped in on top of it and an artefact
protruding from the section shows the level of
the artefacts. Scales 1 m, .5 m.

Figure 30. The surface
of the compacted area
that may have been a
courtyard or building
footprint.
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It is not known what the roof of the cellar would have
looked like, but it would be important to have a roof that
sloped somehow to direct rain away from the cellar and
keeps its contents dry. Many of the postholes around the
cellar base were large (Features 26 and 27 in particular)
and would have accommodated sturdy posts. However,
they were not deep and would not have been capable of
supporting a great height or weight. Some were only 70 or
100 mm deep. The cellar was 1.8 m at its deepest point, not
deep enough to give comfortable head-room if it were covered with a roof at ground level. The cellar roof therefore
probably protruded above ground, at least at one end from
where it could have sloped to direct water away. It may be
that it had a gabled roof. An additional metre of topsoil was
stripped from around the edge of the cellar but no drain
was discovered as might be expected if this cellar stood
alone, covered only by its own roof.
Compact surface
A change in the surface of the natural subsoil was obvious during topsoil stripping over the middle of the excavation area. Here the topsoil lay directly on top of a very hard
compacted subsoil. This had clearly been compacted by use
and probably represents the floor of a building or courtyard area. It is possible that it may have been covered with
bricks or cobbles, though no clear impressions remained to
confirm this. A series of spade-width test pits were dug to
try to ascertain how far the compacted surface continued
beyond the excavation areas. Its limits were found on the
north and east sides which show that it covers an area of
approximately 18 x 9 m. Figure 30 shows the surface of this
compacted soil.
Two small postholes cut through this compacted earth.
The more substantial one (Feature 18) measured 600 mm
deep and was fi lled for the first 300 mm with 20th century, machine made glass fragments. The other posthole
was a small square hole only 50 mm deep, containing no
artefacts.
Cobble surface
In Area South the compacted surface was covered in
cobbles and bricks (Figure 31). Together the cobbles and
bricks formed a surface, though it is not clear whether
they were in their original position. The bricks were not
laid in any particular fashion but were broken portions
dispersed between the cobbles. When a section of the cobbles was later removed, it was found that brick fragments
were among and under them. The bricks themselves were
rounded and worn, suggesting that, rather than being
structural, they had been paving and had been worn by
use. The cobbles and bricks formed a relatively flat surface
on top of the hard packed subsoil, so old brick fragments
may have simply been recycled by being added to the cobbles to help pave a muddy area. This appeared to be the
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case behind the house where one of the paths that Phillips
and Procter uncovered was made up of rubble of broken
brick, tile, glass and concrete.
The cobbles were found across an area of 5 x 3 m. It is
possible that the entire compacted surface had once been
a cobble floor or courtyard and that much of it had been
removed by later farming processes. One small patch of
cobbles was also uncovered during the Phillips and Procter
excavations. This was adjacent to the fenceline behind the
homestead and is described as intact cobble paving. The
paving does not continue on the southern side of the fence,
nor do any of the brick paths or features found by Phillips
and Procter. This suggests that the paddock on the southern side of the fence was subject to activities that removed
archaeology, which adds support to the possibility that the
cobbled area was once more widespread.
Trough
Feature 15 lay at the eastern extent of the cobbled area and
was a neat, rectangular pit that measured 1880 x 800 mm
(Figure 32). A section was excavated through the middle
of the pit which revealed a vertical wooden board on the
southern side, the fragile rotted remains of wood on the
northern edge and a sturdy board forming a flat wooden
base (Figure 33). This gave the appearance of a trough dug
into the ground. On the southern edge the wood lining was
150 mm from the edge of the feature. Thirty-two nails were
found in the fi ll, many of which were bent at right angles.
The pit was fi lled with brown soil with a low density of
crushed shell and occasional pieces of glass and ceramic. A
small piece of sheet metal lay just above the wooden base.
Ditches
Feature 17 was a wide, linear feature in the southern end
of the paddock that was exposed when stripping trenches
to follow the compact surface. It was found that the compacted subsoil ended at this large rectangular feature fi lled
with brown soil (Figure 34). Two trenches were dug though
the feature to give cross-sections. These showed that it was
in fact a group of parallel ditches. They were not evenly
spaced, with between 500 to 1000 mm between them. At
the eastern end three shallow scoops could be seen in the
cross section (Figure 34), while at the southern end these
clearly become two before the feature began to dissipate in
the west (Figure 35). The westernmost test trench showed
no sign of the feature. The ditches ranged between 100 and
280 mm deep. It is uncertain what was the purpose of these
ditches in such a discrete area but their alignment along
the edge of the compact surface suggests that they abut a
building or area of paving.
They align roughly with one of the gates that currently
exits to the paddock so may be a section of rutting associated with this. They do however end abruptly, whereas
rutting would be expected to continue to the gate. Their
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Figure 31. The cobble surface containing
jumbled brick fragments. On the right of the
cobbles the compacted surface continues
for a short way past the cobbles. On the
left it ended with the cobbles. Photo taken
facing northeast.

Figure 32. Feature 15. Photo taken facing
southwest.

Figure 33. Section excavated through
the middle of Feature 15 showing the
wooden base.
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Figure 34. Feature 17 eastern end. The cross
section shows a series of depressions. [6914]

Figure 35. This cross-section at the western end of Feature 17 shows that here the
ditches have become two clear distinct
depressions. To the upper left of the photo a
small section of the compacted surface (F23)
can be seen. [6909]
shape gives no clear suggestion of wheel ruts. The fact that
one small section of compacted surface was found within
the surface of Feature 17 could mean that this depression
postdated and cut through the compact surface.
Cutting in south of paddock
Feature 23 was a cutting found in the southern extent of the
paddock right up to the fenceline. Its purpose is unknown
and it was only visible in Trench 3. It was visible at ground
surface as a straight line where the natural subsoil ended
and was replaced by a loose, light brown silty fi ll containing
dispersed broken shell. This was at 1.8 m from the existing
fence. A section excavated showed that the natural subsoil
dropped away sharply to 400 mm depth and then curved
to a base at 500 mm. At its base a grey-green compacted
fi ll covered the natural subsoil for up to 100 mm. A few
fragments of glass and metal were in the fi ll and two large
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pieces of corroded metal protruded from each baulk at the
base. Some of the same light brown soil that fi lled this feature could be seen in Trench 4 just by the fenceline, though
it was a thin deposit that did not appear to be in a cut, but
rather strewn on the surface.
When the team returned to dig out the well a 560 mm
wide trench was dug 2 m to the east of this trench to see
if the feature continued. It did not, though the ground
had clearly been disturbed and used here. The subsoil was
very compacted, though not even or regular with a small
amount of crushed shell and a number of corroded wire
nails sitting on it.
Other
Adela mentions using shell for paths, driveways and floors
at several points in her diary. Surprisingly, no intact shell
paths could be identified and although scattered shell
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was expected, almost none was found. One small patch
of crushed shell, Feature 31, was found adjacent to the
cellar. This shell sat in a circular feature of dark soil that
may have been a pre-European Maori oven scoop. It was
not excavated due to time constraints and an interest in
preserving the shape of the cellar as much as possible. It
was next to a small artefact scatter that may have been
additional material scattered around or removed from the
cellar. Very small amounts of crushed shell were noted in
the fi lls of Feature 15 and 23 and a small patch of shell was
found adjacent to the brick paving uncovered by Phillips
and Procter.
Artefacts
Artefacts recovered from the Stage 2 excavation were analysed by Jaden Harris of CFG Heritage Ltd. A great deal
of scattered, fragmented material such as ceramic, glass
and metal fragments was found. Unfortunately very little

dateable material was recovered that could be related to the
period of the Stewarts’ occupation of Athenree.
The material of most interest was that recovered from
the well as this appears to be typical late 19th century
material. Since the well is believed to have been fi lled in
to create the cellar during Hugh and Adela’s time at the
homestead, then this most likely related to that household
or the farm workers. The majority of items found were alcohol bottles, some of which had hand-applied tops showing
that they were made before the advent of full mechanisation of bottle production (Figure 36). These alcohol bottles
are referred to as ‘Black beers’ and ‘Champagne’ bottles
to describe their types, though what kind of alcohol they
were used for varied somewhat. Corroded metal and some
ceramics were found, as well as one bone handled tooth
brush (Figure 37). An inventory and brief description of
these items is given in Appendix 4.
The majority of artefacts collected came from Feature
3, the cellar, which was densely packed with material. The

Figure 36. Black beer (left and lower right)
and champagne type (top right) alcohol
bottles from Feature 25.
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Figure 37. The bone
toothbrush found in
Feature 25.

Figure 38. Three bottles
with the remains of
paper labels. Left: A
Cognac bottle from
‘JAs Hennessy & Co.’,
from Feature 4. Middle:
‘Essence of Coffee and
Chicory’ bottle ‘Made
in NZ’, Feature 4. Right:
An ‘Old Scotch Whisky’
flask from the cellar.
material in the cellar included a great many fragments of
ceramics and glass bottles, leather hobnail boots and metal
items. Among the metal items were numerous pieces of
machinery and tools.
The cellar was probably fi lled in no earlier than the
1930s, as most of the datable ceramics and glass were
not produced until the 1910s or 1920s. A few items such
as fragments of a Poppy pattern plate manufactured by
Peter Holdcroft and Co. and a hand made jam jar from
the Nelson firm of Kirkpatrick may relate to the Stewart
period of occupation.
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The rubbish pit, Feature 4, dates to slightly later than
the infi lling of the cellar, most likely to the 1940s. All of the
glassware from the pit is machine-made and dates mainly
from the late 1920s and 1930s. Some of the paper labels
were intact on bottles from this feature, two of these are
shown in Figure 38 along with another from the cellar.
One other item which gives a post-1920s date for Feature
4 is a ‘Kodak Film Tank.’ This piece of technology was in
production from 1907 to 1920 for developing fi lm from box
cameras (www.boxcameras.com/kodakfi lmtank.html). It
seems unlikely that such an object would be discarded very
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shortly after it had ceased production, but rather when the
technology it represented had become redundant.
A great many metal items and fragments were found
across the site but unfortunately such items are often difficult to identify, let alone date. Many small metal items
were found among the cobbles of Feature 8. Most were
building materials – bolts, nails, a hinge, a hook, copper
sheeting – and had perhaps been part of one of the nearby
farm buildings and scattered here among the cobbles when
the building was demolished.
The possibility of metal items being made or mended
in the Stewarts’ home smithy was considered when examining metal items, as was the possibility that bricks were
homemade. No evidence could be found to suggest either.
Fragments of one Mason jar were found in the cellar.
The fragments could not be dated and could have belonged
to a much later period than the Stewarts’ occupation. It
is interesting to note, however, that this is the type of jar
Adele recommended for jam preserving: “…having jars
ready you immediately fi ll them with a bright-coloured
clear preserve, which will keep indefinitely in Mason’s
screw top jars” (1996: 29). This is entered as a note of
having learnt from experience after her initial, 1879, failed
attempt at making jam. It is not clear precisely when she
started using such jars.
A catalogue of the items found during the stage 2 excavation is given in Appendix 4. A small amount of animal
bone, mostly butchered remains of sheep and cattle, was
found, mostly in the cellar but these have not been analysed due to the late dates of other material in this feature.
Some bone was among the surface finds on the site, also
not analysed due to having no secure context. Fragments
of butchered animal scapula, pelvis and ribs were found in
Feature 15.
A few similarities were found between the material from this excavation and that found by Procter and
Phillips. Several fragments of brown, white and teal
ceramic tiles were found scattered across the surface of the
subsoil and in the cellar. These resemble the tiles shown
in Phillips and Procter’s report, which were thought to be
fireplace surround tiles, perhaps even those mentioned by
Adela: “…the bricklayer who came to build our chimneys
and fi ll the fire-places with the pretty tiles we had bought
from Hampton’s” (1996: 40). A fragment of a blue and
cream patterned tile among the surface finds matches the
description of one of Phillips and Procter’s tiles, which
they suggested may have been a decorative bathroom tile
(2003: 10).
Discussion and conclusion
Stage 1 Excavation
Unfortunately the post office could not be identified. The
lack of standardised shape and clear alignment between
the postholes uncovered here indicates that they belong to
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more than one structure. Some of them were clearly filled
in during more recent times since one contained 1950s
beer bottles and another contained a car headlight.
The deep topsoil on the northern side of the excavated
area had a very soft texture, open, round voids within it
and ceramics mixed through it by tree root action, which
has seriously compromised the archaeology. As no trace of
the post office was found, it may be that it was outside the
excavated area, further to the east and closer to the current
road edge.
One feature may relate to the Stewarts’ time at Athenree.
Feature 16 was a concentration of coal and coke along with
pieces of corroded metal, including a plough share. Adela
writes of the smithy that Hugh built as an addition to the
barn:
Hugh having built a smithy adjoining our farm buildings, Montgomery, the bricklayer, put up a fireplace,
which, with bellows and all the accessories, made us
very independent when Salt “the Village Blacksmith,”
paid us periodical visits to shoe our horses, repair
farm implements, buggy, etc., etc. (1996: 82–83).

Feature 16 may very well be related to the smithy.
Although coal may be used for many kinds of heating
activities, coke is only used when very high temperatures
are required, such as in blacksmithing.
Stage 2 Excavation
The excavation found several structures behind the homestead. The best understood of these is the cellar. This was
an unexpected find and the surface depression in the paddock had been variously suggested to be a well, an offal pit
or a rubbish pit. The cellar is certainly the one Adela mentions in her diary as an earth cellar, built over the earlier
well, which was fi lled at the same time. When the well was
fi lled rubbish, including a collection of alcohol bottles, was
thrown in. The items are typical of late nineteenth century
material and nothing was found in the well that dates to
the 20th century. These items are believed to be related to
the Stewarts’ occupation of Athenree.
Adela mentions the cellar in the 1889 section of her
diary, though it is not clear exactly when it was created, it
could have been some time before this. Some time after its
initial creation the cellar was modified slightly, digging a
little further on its north and west sides and putting new
posts in the northwest corner and against the west wall,
perhaps in response to a collapse. The cellar was likely in
use at least through to the end of Stewarts’ occupation of
the house, and possibly also by subsequent occupants until
it was fi lled in the early 20th century.
The density of material in the cellar and its lack of
stratigraphy suggests that once the cellar was no longer
needed it was fi lled with refuse during one big clean-out.
It may be that later occupants had no need for the cellar
and used it to clear out a building or get rid of a variety of
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refuse around the farm. Analysis of the material indicates
that the infi lling took place after the 1930s, so probably
during the Rapleys’ occupation of Athenree.
Although the contents of the cellar do not relate to the
Stewarts, the cellar itself does and it would have held much
of the seemingly endless food and beverages that Adela
makes mention of in her book. The cellar appears to have
had an entrance with stairs and the internal posts probably supported a roof. Situated just 6 m from the kitchen,
the cellar and earlier well would have been at a convenient
distance for fetching provisions and water.
Few other cellars have been excavated at early New
Zealand farmsteads. A similar type of feature is the ‘Potato
House’ excavated at the Streets farmstead, Bell Block,
Taranaki. This rectangular pit was 1 m deep with had an
even cobble floor. It stood alone, not within a greater structure, and documentation of the potato house described it
as having a thatched roof (Bader 2005: 22).
No cellar was discovered at either the 1860s Scott
House or the 1855 Westney Farmstead in Mangere,
Auckland. Scott House had a meatsafe on the side of the
house. Preserved food was probably stored in sculleries
and they may simply have lived without any form of cool
storage (Campbell and Furey 2007; CFG Heritage report in
preparation).
Household cellars have been found at the excavation
of 1830s missionary station at Te Puna, Bay of Islands
(Middleton 2005) and a brick-lined cellar remains at the
1850s farmstead Willowbank Cottage, Tamaki, Auckland
(Best 1996). Both of these were directly below the houses
and so are of little help in understanding how the cellar at
Athenree was roofed. A large, rectangular pit with straight
sides and a flat base pit, believed to have been a cellar, was
found at the site of the Wanganui Hotel (the UCOL excavation) dating from the 1850s to the 1880s). Nothing in
the half-section that was excavated indicated how it was
roofed or how it was accessed. It does not appear to have
been directly below the hotel building. Fine iron staining
around the walls showed that some kind of metal sheeting had been used as a brace to support the loose silt walls
(CFG Heritage report in preparation).
Wells are a common feature of early historic sites in
New Zealand. These are usually circular and brick-lined,
though at the UCOL site wells were found without bricks,
when it is believed that they were removed for re-use before
the well was fi lled (CFG Heritage report in preparation).
The well at Athenree is unusual for its rectangular shape
and the fact that it was apparently not lined. If any other
such wells have been found at New Zealand historic sites,
they are not known to the author.
It possible that the cobbled area and compacted surface represent the floor of one of the farm buildings, but it
seems more likely that they represent the courtyard around
which those buildings were built. The lack of postholes in
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the paving and around the uncovered edges gives no suggestion of a structure over it. The presence of a possible
trough within it could indicate that animals were moved
through this area as this may have been a drinking trough
for horses being taken to or from the stables or for cows
brought in for milking. Two horseshoes found on its surface are another suggestion that this was an area associated
with farm animals.
If this was the case, then the domestic space was not
greatly separated from the farm space as the cellar borders
the possible courtyard, with only 1.3 m between them. The
space behind the house would have been somewhat limited
by the contour of the land as there is only some 30–40 m
of flat land south of the homestead before it drops away on
a slope.
The area of the compacted soil, as shown by the excavation and test pits, is roughly rectangular and both this and
the ditch feature at its edge (Feature 17) were oriented in an
east–west direction. The barn and stables building, as far
as can be seen from the historic photo (Figure 5), were oriented north–south. It may be that the smithy, represented
by Feature 16 of Stage 1, was on the east side of it. This
would place the barn/stables uphill of the compacted floor,
somewhere in the 12 m between the Stage 1 and 2 excavation areas. One test trench was dug here during the first
stage of excavation but no postholes or building remains
were found. It is possible that the placement of the narrow
test trench missed any structural evidence, or simply that
later use of the paddock obliterated all remains.
Scattered postholes to the south of the house show that
structures had been present here over time. The postholes
were not uniform and only one possible alignment could
be discerned. The postholes probably represent a number
of different things such as fences, washing lines or pens.
The path near the kitchen found by the Phillips and Procter
excavation did not extend on the south side of the fence.
This may be a reflection of different uses of the areas since
these features in use. The paddock was likely used more
heavily and the ground more disturbed.
At some point during the Stewarts’ occupation there
may have been a carriage drive running from the road
between the post office and the house. Figure 5 shows the
gate to the homestead with a shell path. This carriage drive
that led to the front of the homestead would have been
used by visitors. Between this gate and the post office, just
at the edge of the gate, a second gate is on the other side of
the hedge. Unfortunately this gate is not visible in Figure
6 because the coach stands in front of it. There does, however, appear to be ample room for a carriage drive. It makes
sense that those wishing to access the stables from the road
would have an alternative entrance without having to drive
in front of the house. Whether or not access to the stables
was here beside the post office is uncertain though – there
could have been other suitable areas of the back paddock.
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No evidence of a path or driveway was found running
west from the road close to the homestead in any of these
excavations and a driveway there would have separated
the cellar from the house. The only possible evidence of an
area that was frequently driven through given by the series
of ruts that make up Feature 17, which are further south
than the location expected from photographs.
If there was a carriage driveway behind the house then
it does not appear to have been shell-covered like the one
around the front of the house. As mentioned above, very
little shell was found behind the house. At Scott House,
shell paths were clearly visible below the topsoil and much
of the topsoil on the south side of the house was littered
with dispersed, finely crushed shell (Furey, forthcoming). Similarly, at the neighbouring Westney Farmstead a
shell path ran along the front of the house (Campbell and
Furey 2007: 78). If any shell paths had been present behind
Athenree it is expected that at least some trace of shell
would remain.
It remains unknown where the Stewarts disposed of
inorganic waste. No rubbish pits belonging to their era have
been discovered in any of the excavations to date. When
compared to some other farmstead excavations, this is not
unusual. Excavations at the Westney Farmstead found no
rubbish pits dating to the 19th century occupation of the
house, although there were rich deposits of ceramics under
the house and this may have taken the place of rubbish pits
(Campbell and Furey 2007: 80, 146). Similarly, at Scott
House, few discrete rubbish pits were found in the immediate yard area. Rubbish was dumped in the ditches of the
ditch-and-bank fences when they were no longer required,
though where it was deposited before this time is unknown
(CFG Heritage report in preparation). It may be that any
pits that had existed were dug further from the house than
expected, or that ceramics and glass were left on the surface in an area not often frequented, such as under shelter
trees or on a slope.
At Athenree it would make sense that rubbish pits were
not dug in the area excavated, as this appears to have been
in frequent use for household and farm activities. Rubbish
is more likely to have been deposited further from the
house, probably to the west rather than towards the road.
Under the house and in the bottom of the well before it
was fi lled in are two other possible places where refuse may
have been disposed of.
Another similarity between these farmstead excavations is the absence of evidence for long drop toilets. In all
three cases none was found. At Westney it was suggested
that a can was used instead, with waste then being buried
away from the house (Campbell and Furey 2007: 82). It
now seems that the area behind the house at Athenree is
an unlikely place for any kind of privy, since this was close
to an area of food storage – the cellar – and also an area of
high farm activity. It may be that the latrine was located in
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a more private area, distanced from the house and lawn,
perhaps also further to the west.
Conclusion
The excavations in the paddock behind the homestead have
succeeded in identifying structures related to the workings
of the house and farm and in giving some understanding
of the use of this area and the proximity of the domestic
to the farm space. The compacted soil with its associated
trough and cobbles shows that this was a much used area,
likely for farm activity, while the cellar shows that this area
was also closely connected to the domestic sphere.
Excavations located as many as three of the structures
that Adela mentions in her diary: the earth cellar, the original well and the possible location of the smithy. In addition, the water pipes leading to the road are potentially
those used to supply a roadside trough or the many water
taps around the house that Adela mentions.
It has been informative to consider what we have not
found as well as what we have. Stage 1 of CFG’s excavations
did not find any evidence of the post office. The modern
service trench here and the finding of a car headlight in
a posthole show that this area of the paddock had clearly
been used for and affected by modern activities.
Surprisingly, no evidence of the north–south running
barn pictured in Figure 6 has been found to date. This
appears to have been a large building that was two-storeyed
towards the southern end. The southern end at least must
have required substantial foundation posts to support it.
It is curious that none of these have been located and it
may be they these exist outside of the areas investigated to
date. Further excavation in the southeast quadrant of the
site could clarify this. However, removal of the large trees
shown in the historic photos may have severely disturbed
the area.
It has also been established that the area directly
behind the house was not used by the Stewarts for burying
household refuse. This is likely because it was an area of
high activity and rubbish pits are probably located in a less
useful area further from the house, as probably was some
kind of original toilet, of which Adela gives no clue in her
diary. This point illustrates the bias of historical sources,
which give no description of things thought to be too mundane or distasteful for mention.
The excavations at Athenree have helped with understanding the context of the homestead by adding to our
knowledge of the layout of the farm and its structures and
has brought to light some of those features mentioned only
in passing by Adela. Although the lack of material culture
associated with the Stewarts has not given us the insight
into their daily, domestic life that we had hoped for, the
cellar and well give some connection to the domestic
sphere. The findings of all the above mentioned excavations add both to the knowledge of Athenree Homestead
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itself and to the understanding of the archaeology of the
farmsteads of early settlers in New Zealand.
Future directions
Due to the limited time available, and a greater number of
features found than were expected during Stage 2, several
features were partially excavated in order to see what they
were and their extent. Features not fully excavated include:
Feature 15, the trough; Feature 23, the cut found in the
south of the paddock; and Feature 8, the cobbled area, only
a quadrant of which was lifted to check for features underneath it. The extent of the compacted area was found by
digging a series of test squares. A clearer understanding of
all these features could of course be gained if time permitted full excavation. Should the Trust wish to further investigate archaeology in the field behind the homestead, the
following recommendations are made for actions that have
most potential to add to the understanding of this area and
its structures:
1. Dig more test squares to further detail the shape of the
compacted soil area.
2. Further excavate the southern end of the paddock where
a cut, possibly for a building platform of some kind,
was uncovered during Stage 2 excavations. Follow the
cut to establish its nature and search for any structural
evidence.
3. Test pitting or topsoil stripping in the south of the paddock between the areas of the Stage 1 and Stage 2 excavations to look for any evidence of the barn.
4. Complete excavation of the ‘trough’ feature (Feature
15) to establish whether the boards found within it line
all sides of the rectangular feature
5. Investigation at the southern end of the paddock and
down the gully to the west of house to attempt to locate
rubbish pits associated with the Stewarts’ occupation.
6. It is not recommended that there be a great focus on
excavation of the north east corner of the paddock,
since both Stage 1 and 2 of CFG’s excavations found
this area to be disturbed, with few surviving archaeological features.
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Appendix 1. List of structures or features that Adela mentions in her diary and that could potentially be identified
archaeologically
Structure
Carriage Drive

Cellar

Description

Location

“having thoroughly weeded the carriage- drive 118
round the house, we gave Alf an order to cover
it with shells”
96

“having a good earth-cellar, made by
excavating to fi ll up the original well,
which we no longer used…”
Chimneys
“the bricklayer who came to build our
chimneys and fi ll the fire-places with
the pretty tiles we had bought from
Hampton’s”
Corrugated iron “August brought so much gardenstructure for
work also rain, that Hugh put up a
shelter when
little corrugated iron shelter to which
gardening
we could run during those drenching
showers”
Dairy
“we had a large, cool dairy”
Flower garden
“so keen were Lou and I for flowers that
we started a little garden near the
stables” [before stables moved]
Hot bed
“Having now attained to a hot-bed
under glass…”
Kumara pit
“In autumn we had a good crop, which
Euphemia dug and stored in a pit-hole
in the ground covered with earth”
Pig pen
“we put it in a little fenced enclosure
at the stables” [before stables moved]
Post office
Hugh appointed postmaster and
started building the post office
Poultry farm
Included incubator
“two large coops, with wire netting
runs attached, containing hens” to
keep hens to cure them of clucking
Shelled paths,
Shell floor for original kitchen
Behind stables before they were moved
floors and garden
Shell put down in muddy areas
In front of house
“the sound of wheels made itself
“the carriage drive around the house”
heard on the shelled drive”
Slaughter house “I ran to the slaughter house, where
Mervyn and a friendly butcher had
killed one of our bullocks for meat”
Smithy
Included fireplace with bellows and
“adjoining our farm buildings”
“all the accessories”. Used for horseshoes, mending farm implements
and buggy etc.
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Page

Date
1898

1889

40

1879

40
48

1879
1880

136
30

1901
1879

98

1890

118

1898

29

1879

98

1890

101
120

1891
1899

28
33
60
118

1879
1879
1882
1898

100

1891

83

1886
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Structure

Description

Smoke house

“Hugh built a smoke house and with
loads of pine needles … successfully
smoked these fish”
“we decided to build rougher stables,
and make the present “stables” the
nucleus of Athenree”
“the new buildings were less elaborate “on the site of the original “Stables” – our
and costly”
present house”
“At the end of the lawn Hugh had built a fine
summer-house furnished with easy chairs and
tables”
“Our primitive open-air washhouse
was now being turned into a laundry,
a bricklayer …having come to build a
chimney”
“about twenty taps in and around the
house to draw from”
“he arranged pipes which carried
water from our house to a large tub on
the roadside, where all creatures, two
or four legged, could drink and be
thankful”
“Jemmy the Darkie began digging a
well”
“…Jemmy had struck water at 62 ft.”
Spoil from well used to level ground
“at the back of the house”
at the front of the house.
Pump in the well
“Having a limited water-supply from
the well only…” They decided to create
an underground tank.
‘original’ well out of use when cellar
made (see quote under cellar)
Hydraulic ram supplying water to
house by 1891

Stables

Summer House

Washhouse

Water pipes

Well
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Location

Page

Date

102

1892

39

1879

65

1882

112

1879

66

1882

100

1891

156–7 1905

27, 28 1878

33

1879

72
73

1883
1884

96

1889

100

1891
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Appendix 2. Owners of Athenree Homestead
Date

Owners

1878–1906

Hugh Stewart

1906–1907
1907–1912
1912–1918
1918–1921
1921–1946

1946–1952
1952–1968

1968–1994
1995–
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Details

Gained ownership of 300 acres on 5 August 1880.
On 30 March 1896 that title was cancelled and replaced by another for a total
area of 271 acres, 2 roads and 3 perches.
Henry Witterdon
Auckland gentleman
Walter Lawry Salter
From Katikati
John Alexander Vallance Katikati farmer.
Annie Maria Dovey Salter Wife of Walter who died on 30 April 1920.
15/9/21 Proclamation taking land for East Coast Main Trunk Railway.
Arthur Wallace Rapley
Settler, farmer of Katikati.
Proclamation taking part within land (4 acres and 3 perches) and adjoining
road for railway: 2 October 1922.
Proclamation declaring lands taken for a Government Work and not required
for that to be Crown Land: 8 June 1923.
December 16 1927 a Certificate of Title was issued for Arthur Wallace Rapley
of Katikati, farmer, for all those parcels of land containing 378 acres, 3 roads,
18 and 3/10 perches being part of Sections 5, 6, 8, and 9, Block 1 of the Katikati
Survey District.
Leslie Hill Larner
Farmer from Morrinsville.
Roger Nathaniel and
Farmers from Horotui.
Edward Hardy Smith
Proclamation taking part for a quarry vested in Tauranga County, 24 March
1961.
June 1968 – partnership between R.N. and E.H. Smith was dissolved. R.N.
took ownership of and sold the land west of the railway line to John Grower
Rapley.
John Grower Rapley and In 1986 a new title was issued for 6.3795 ha including Athenree Homestead.
Colleen Lilian Rapley
In 1994 a new title was issued to the Rapleys subdividing the land into 3 lots
Western Bay of Plenty
The 2.5 ha lot on which Athenree stands was purchased by the Council as a
District Council
Local Purpose Reserve (Historic Homestead)
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Appendix 3. Feature Lists
Excavation Stage 1, August 2006
Feature Type

Description

Length Width Depth
mm
mm
mm

1

Posthole

460

370

740

2

Depression

900

600

270

3
4
5
6

Posthole
Posthole
Wood
Posthole

550
560
930
380

500
440
300
320

450

7

Trench

8

Pipe

9

Pipe

10

Trench

11

Posthole

12

Rubble
concentration

13

Posthole

14

Posthole

15
16
17

Posthole
Coal
concentration
Fill

18

Layer

19

Posthole

20
21

Posthole
Post

22
23

Post
Posthole

Rectangular. Fill of mixed yellow-brown tephra soil. Post mould in
centre 280 x 210 mm.
Keyhole shaped feature Cut by posthole. Fill of mottled yellow
brown tephra, iron fragments and wire pieces.
Square. Has a central squared totara post (Feature 22).
Cut into by F19.
Wood length along northern baulk.
Rectangular at top changes to square with depth (240 x 240 mm).
The fragmented remains of a hardwood post were encountered
200 mm down in hole. Posthole fill topsoil for upper two-thirds,
and mixed topsoil and subsoil at base.
Service trench. Shows as a yellow-brown mottled cut into the
topsoil [not excavated].
Iron pipe approx. 27-30 mm diameter, 150 mm below surface. Runs
through excavation towards water trough to the west.
Iron pipe approx. 27-30 mm diameter, 150 mm below surface.
Curves across excavation towards house.
Service trench. Enters property on the southern end of the hinged
gate into paddock. Cuts Feature 8. Shows as a cut fi lled with yellowbrown mottled tephra cut through the topsoil. This is the most
recent power trench to the house [not excavated].
Rectangular on surface. In situ burning and charcoal in the top of
the fi ll. Two post moulds 650 and 600 mm deep, round at the top
tapering down to rectangular.
On the western edge of the excavation. Recent rubble clay and soft
rock immediately under the turf. Up to 300 mm deep over buried
topsoil.
Round. Mixed tephra soil and subsoil with metal (wire, nails) on
top, mixed soil below.
Fill same colour as the surrounding subsoil but softer. Only visible
when cut through in advance face.
Cut into by Features 14 and 12
Surface concentration in southwest corner of excavation under the
topsoil. Depth of concentration 20 mm with irregular base.
Square in shape. Charcoal and baked clay round the edges and a
mixed soil fi ll.
Wood, metal and rubbly disturbed soil, associated with Features
13 and 14.
Square. A square post filled the hole and has pink paint and red
primer. A mixed layer (Feature 4) surrounded the posthole and
contained a large quantity of wire, four beer bottles (ABC 1956),
and a ceramic insulator. Bottles surrounded by sacking.
Square with post (Feature 21). Sides step down
Square, within Feature 20. A car headlight was recovered from the
base of the hole.
Cuts Feature 3
Circular wood fragments present. Within Feature 1.
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900

350

150

600

400

650

140

140

670

190

140

650

430

360

300

600

330

265

730
730

170

170

33

Feature Type

Description

24

Posthole

25

Post

Appeared 420 mm below ground surface. Contained wood fragments. Associated with F18.
Associated with Feature 5.

Length Width Depth
mm
mm
mm
140
200

110
130

400
75

360
330
3600

360
380
3000

70, 140
120
2600+

520

1180

3100

310

100

220

200

60

210

210

190, 40

5000

3300

400

380

240

400

850

120

400
340
270
410

380
340
220
270

170
150
170
170

1880

800

540 +

230

140

310

7130

910

280

350

300

300

100
400,
300

100
350,
300

50
70,
50

Excavation Stage 2, January 2008
1
2
3

Posthole
Posthole
Cellar

4

Pit

5

Trench

6

Posthole

7

Posthole

8

Cobble Floor

9

Posthole

10

Posthole

11
12
13
14

Posthole
Posthole
Posthole
Posthole

15

Pit

16

Posthole

17

Ditch

18

Posthole

19
20

Posthole
Depressions

34

Square with linear scoop of shell 70 mm deep in otherwise flat base
Square with scooped base.
Large square feature with adjoining rectangular ‘entrance’. Straight
walls in main chamber. Square posthole in middle of sloped
entranceway.
Oval rubbish pit fi lled with 20th century domestic refuse including
electric kettle. Not fully excavated.
Initially had the appearance of a service trench but only very
shallow and not continuous. Slightly undulating base.
Square, shallow with flat base. Some root disturbance. Plain brown
soil fi ll. In southern baulk of northern area
Square with straight sides but uneven base. Tapers to point. At ca.
45 degree angle to the other postholes and the house.
River cobbles mostly ca. 100 mm x 100 mm. forming a flat surface.
Broken bricks jumbled into mix. Brick fragments rounded and
worn suggesting use wear before being deposited here. Corroded
metal items and nails on and amongst cobbles. Larger cobbles (up to
200 x 300 mm) in northeast. One layer of cobbles thick.
Rounded posthole with squared slot at one end. No difference in
fi lls between these two elements. Brown soil fill. Abuts entrance to
cellar. Tapers to point at base.
Possible posthole. Rectangular feature with regular sides but
slightly undulating base. Mottled brown soil fi ll.
Square. Pale brown soil fill. Half sectioned.
Square. Mottled light and dark brown fill. Flat base.
Square with flat base.
Square. Initially thought cut through F15 but may have been post
mould to it.
Long rectangular, regular pit with wood in sides and base. Immediately east of cobbled area. A couple of cobbles over top of it but
these could be disturbed cobbles. Possibly trough dug into the
ground? Section through middle excavated. Excavated to wooden
plank.
Round with compact floor. Edges not perfectly defined. Mottled
dark brown fi ll. 1 nail found in fi ll.
Appeared on surface as long rectangular feature with rounded eastern end. Cross sections showed it to be series of ruts. Brown soil fill.
Filled with concentrated broken bottle glass and some small
amount of ceramic fragments. Concentration only in top 300 mm
and mixed with white clay. Narrow shaft in northern side may be
root hole disturbing feature. Cut through compact floor
Small square posthole containing brown soil fill.
Two adjoining shallow circular depressions defined edge in some
places but unclear in others. In surface of compact floor.
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Feature Type
21

22

23

24
25

26
27
28

29

30
31
32

33
34

35

36
37

Posthole

Description

Small, shallow, square posthole base. At similar angle to F7.
Partially in western baulk of northern area. Measurements
approximate.
Compact Surface Hard, compacted surface of subsoil. Clearly distinguishable when
topsoil stripping. Cracked surface. Flat but not perfectly smooth.
Occasional slight depressions in places. Compacted for minimum
of 50 mm.
Cutting
In south of paddock near fenceline. Cross section shows that
natural subsoil drops steeply to 400 mm depth then curves to 500
mm. Full extent of cutting unknown as only visible in Trench 3.
Pale brown fine soil/ash fi ll with grey-green fi ll at base.
Posthole
Posthole in ‘entrance’ of cellar. Square. Back wall higher than front
wall due to slope of entrance. Filled with same material as cellar.
Well
Rectangular well in base of cellar. Excavated to 1 m depth with test
pit in corner a further approx 1 m. Probed 1.2 m from there and still
no base. Layers of fi ll but mostly clean yellow-brown soil.
Posthole
Posthole and impression in north east corner of F3. Runs length of
wall. Rounded where recessed into wall. Depth is into cellar floor.
Posthole
Rounded. In centre of east wall of F3. Runs length of wall. Recessed
into wall. Postmould 220 x 170 in base.
Posthole
Rounded posthole with post remaining in it in the centre of the
south wall of F3. Runs length of wall and ends at base. Posthole in
base is rectangular. Left unexcavated as example.
Posthole
In base of cellar. Clear oval postmould in rectangular posthole.
Above it, at top of walls is rounded impression but this disappeared
at base so that walls meet squared.
Posthole
In north wall on west side of ‘entrance’ cut. Square and similar in
appearance to that in the entranceway thought to belong to a step.
Pit
Scooped feature fi lled with black soil with shell in fi ll. Cut by F3.
Posthole
Squared post impression in northwest corner of F3. Not visible at
top but becomes clear 160 x 70 half way down walls. Posthole at
base is large rectangle with clear square postmould 240 x 260 mm
in base.
Post impression On the north wall of F3 on the east side of the entrance way.
Squared.
Posthole
In base of cellar. Associated with 33, probably caused by the same
post. Appeared round at first, fi lled with soft brown soil, perhaps a
replacement post that was cut into the Phase 2 layer over floor. But
at base, under Phase 2, was rectangular. Depth is from base of cellar.
On east side of entrance way.
Posthole
Wooden post remaining in small posthole cut into fill of F25 visible
just below base of cellar. Probably associated with steps or ladder in
entrance way.
Posthole
No wooden post remaining. Cut into fill of F25. At approximately
opposite angle to 35. Probably related to this an entrance way.
Posthole
Base of small square posthole in compacted layer 400 mm depth in
F25. Not known what related to. Filled with same cockle shells etc.
that cover compacted layer, but these in the posthole were not
crushed. Not oriented with well.
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Length Width Depth
mm
mm
mm
200

200

30

~1800 ~9500

>1000 >1800

500

280

200

250

1500

1000

2000+

300

200

100

300

250

100

340

220

n/a

330

250

190

280

120

250

800

600

200

630

400

100

100

100

200

160

90

200

100

100

170

120

160

100

100

50

35

Feature Type

Description

38

Posthole

39

Posthole

In cellar base at centre of west wall. Irregular shape. Tool marks
550
clear. Oval post mould 230 x 250 mm very distinct within it. Rest of
posthole fill was crumbly natural subsoil packed in around the post.
Small wooden post to the south of the cellar. No posthole visible
100
around it. Not excavated.

40
41

No Feature
Posthole

42

Posthole

43

Posthole

44

Posthole

45

Posthole

36

In base of cellar in south east corner. Tool marks clearly preserved.
Rectangular post hole with clear oval postmould of dark soil –
probably the rotted post. No impression of the post in the walls
above. Scooped base.
In base of cellar against north wall on west side of entrance way.
Meets edge of F25. Rectangular.
Second square postmould in base of cellar and within F32 posthole.
Believed to mark original north west corner of Phase 1 of the cellar.
Square postmould at edge of F38. Believed to be post of original
centre of west wall for Phase 1 of the cellar.
In base of cellar in centre. V-shaped in profile. Southern half of the
V is longer than the northern. Clear tool marks in clay. Large crack
in the clay leads from the northern half of this feature to the edges
of F25.

Length Width Depth
mm
mm
mm
380

240

100

300

270

100

300

400

70

220

260

180

200

180

100

350

330

180
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Appendix 4. Artefacts from Stage 2
Items recovered from the Stage 2 excavation were analysed by Jaden Harris. The majority of these were from the 1930s/1940s
fi ll of the cellar, Feature 3. Items removed from the rest of the cellar when it fully excavated were not retained, since the
sample already analysed had proved to be late material not associated with the Stewarts’ time at Athenree.
Items recovered from the excavation of what is thought to be the well, Feature 25, are believed to be 19th century material related to the Stewarts’ occupation of the homestead. A list and description of them is given below.
MNI = ‘minimum number of individuals’ i.e., the minimum number of items (e.g. bottles, plates) represented by those
fragments.
Type

MNI label/marks

Feature 25, Layer 2
Ceramic
white plate base
white saucer base
white floral transfer print (some hand painted)
cup base/ rim
white earthenware jar rim

1
1
1
1

Glass
whole olive black beer bottle
whole olive black beer bottle
olive black beer bottle top
olive bottle base
olive bottle base
whole olive champagne bottle
whole green champagne bottle
whole green champagne - small bottle
olive champagne bottle top
pale green champagne bottle top
olive bottle base
green bottle base
aqua spirit bottle base
aqua spirit bottle top
whole aqua bottle
window glass fragments

1
1
8
8
2
1
2
1
5
1
3
1
5
4
1

Embossing on base: F © S/ G & G

Embossed circle on shoulder

Metal
ferrous wire nail fragments
tin sheet fragments
copper sheet fragments
ferrous sheet fragments
wire fragments
ferrous stake/hook
ferrous fragments

1

Clothing hardware
leather shoe fragments with hobnails

Beatrice Hudson
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1
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Type

MNI label/marks

Miscellaneous
wood handle
wood handle
leather strap (horse tack?) fragments
wood , miscellaneous
wood , miscellaneous
leather strap fragments
leather strap fragments
leather strap fragments
leather strap fragments
wood door stop whole
bone toothbrush whole

‘MIKADO’ and ‘DONEN’ with a five pointed star under neath, barely legible.

Feature 25, Layer 3
Glass
clear vase fragments
clear lamp glass? fragments
clear lamp glass? fragments
clear lamp glass? fragments
olive black beer bottle top
green bottle fragments

1

Metal
ferrous matchbox

Obscured by corrosion ‘…MAY’’

Feature 3
Ceramic
white bowl/dish fragments
1
white plate base
1
gold hairlined cup fragments
1
white saucer base
1
gold tealeaf cup base
1
white saucer base
white cup base
1
white plate base
1
white porcelain cup base
1
hand painted polychrome porcelain saucer fragments
gold tealeaf cup base
1
white plate base
green poppy plate fragments
2
dark blue transfer print plate fragments
1
white plate base
red printed dish/saucer fragments
2
white plate base
white plate base
white plate base
1
gold hairlined saucer fragments
1
grey fibre saucer fragments
1
dark blue willow side plate fragments
4
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partial reg. no on Base ‘R 1…’ impressed
[TH]OS.HUGHES & S[ON]/ENGLAND
BLAIRS/CHINA/ENGLAND
ENGLAND/W.H.GRINDLEY & Co
ROYAL ALBERT/CROWN CHINA/ENGLAND
…I-PORCELAIN/…Co Ld
BEST/ENGL…/CH[INA]
BEST/ENGLIS[H]/CHINA
JAPAN/I & E/CO
1 MADE IN/JAPAN
ROYAL STAFFORD BONE CHINA/ENGLAND
SEMI-PORCELAIN/…& Co Ld
1 mark P.H. & Co/POPPY
JOHNSON…/ENG…
RO…/ENGLAND
ROYA…/JOHNS…/ENG
Part of royal coat of arms mark
BURGESS & LEIGH/BURSLEM/ENGLAND
MADE IN/ENGLAND
FIBRE in border
Partial mark on back of 1 rim frag - ship with … LONGTON
below

Athenree Homestead

Type

MNI label/marks

black Jewsbury & Brown’s oriental tooth paste
pot lid fragments
terracotta flower pot fragments
white stoneware tile fragments
brick fragments
white fake egg fragments
brown stoneware tile fragments
tan buff-body mixing bowl fragments
white cup fragments
white cup fragments
gold cup fragments
gold cup fragments
white cup fragments
white mug fragments
yellow lustre cup base
white cup fragments
white cup fragments
gold saucer fragments
white saucer fragments
white saucer fragments
white serving/baking dish fragments
white jar base
white mixing bowl rim
whiteware fragments
gold plate fragments
white plate fragments
white plate fragments
white plate fragments
blue/gold cup fragments
blue/gold saucer fragments
poly-chrome saucer fragments
green edgebanded lid/cover fragments
gold tealeaf saucer fragments
green transfer print jug fragments
pink/ saucer fragments
pink/ plate fragments
grey transfer print fragments
poly-chrome hand painted saucer fragments
poly-chrome hand painted saucer fragments
brown transfer print lid fragments
green lustre glazed saucer fragments
pink/gold hand painted mug fragments
dark blue edgebanded cup rim
brown transfer print bowl/dish side
poly-chrome hand painted cup fragments
orange/black printed plate fragments
white/green jar/pot fragments
white salt/pepper shaker whole
grey fibre cup fragments
green fibre saucer fragments
green porcelain figurine fragments
white semi-vitreous fragments
whiteware fragments

1

Beatrice Hudson
CFG Heritage Ltd.

1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
2
1
1

4
2
4
2
2
2
1
2
12

2
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Type

MNI label/marks

brown buff-body jar/teapot top
poly-chrome hand painted cup fragments
white electrical switch
brown stoneware tile fragments
buff-body bowl fragments
white cup base
white semi-vitreous fragments
gold edgebanded saucer fragments
gold edgebanded cup fragments
white saucer fragments
white plate fragments
whiteware fragments

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

Glass
aqua bottle base
aqua pharmaceutical bottle top and base
whole clear essence bottle
aqua coffee and chicory bottle top

1
1
1
1

clear bottle base

1

aqua bottle base
aqua pharmaceutical bottle base

1
1

aqua jar fragments
aqua kirkpatrick jam jar fragments
aqua bottle fragments
aqua bottle base
aqua jar fragments
aqua bottle base
aqua mason jar fragments
aqua jar top
aqua Davis painkiller bottle fragments
olive bottle base
clear jar fragments
clear whisky flask
whole aqua pharmaceutical bottle
aqua jar fragments
green bottle base
amber crown-seal beer bottle top
olive schnapps or bitters bottle base
brown bottle base
green champagne bottle top
brown crown-seal beer bottle top
olive bottle base
green crown-seal beer bottle top
green bottle base
aqua bottle base
aqua bottle base
aqua spirit flask base
clear bowl/dish fragments
blue bottle fragments
olive black beer bottle top
40

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

BGW
Base W. T. & Co/U.S.A.
A54/C 9/UGB
WHITTOME/STEVENSON/& Coy Ltd//ESS.COFFEE &
CHICORY//AUCKLAND
THIS JAR/IS THE PROPERTY OF/THOMPSON & HILLS
Ltd
CHAMPION’S/VINEGAR, Base B & Co Ld/2268
POTTER DRUG & CHEMICAL/CORPORATION/BOSTON
MASS. U.S.A.
… NELSON S…
…CK & Co JAMS//REGISTERED, large K in centre
…LIAM C. …/….MACEUTICAL CHEMIST/WAIHI N Z
… CHICORY
…AKER/…N
…CORY, Base 1989
ATL…/…ASO…
AUCKLAND around shoulder
DAVIS
L/68
NEM…
part label ‘Old Scotch Whisky’ … & Sons’
S in a circle
THE (monogram below

1
2
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Athenree Homestead

Type
clear miscellaneous top
whole aqua jar lids
aqua jar top
clear jar top
aqua bottle base
clear bowl/dish fragments
olive bottle base
brown bottle base
aqua bottle base
aqua salad oil bottle base with fluted sides
aqua spirit bottle top
clear bottle stopper
aqua salad oil bottle top
whole clear vial
aqua jar top
clear bottle base
clear tumbler base
clear jug/mug handle
whole clear pharmaceutical bottle
clear bottle stopper
brown bottle base
milk-glass jar lid fragments
clear pharmaceutical bottle top
aqua pharmaceutical bottle base
aqua bottle base
clear pharmaceutical bottle top
milk-glass jar top

MNI label/marks
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Metal
ferrous rake fragments
ferrous container fragments
brass miscellany
ferrous eye spike head
ferrous wire fragments
ferrous wire nail fragments
ferrous matchbox fragments
ferrous matchbox
ferrous matchbox fragments
non-ferrous hook fragments
non-ferrous decorative fragments
ferrous miscellaneous
white enamel basin
ferrous ploughshare tip fragments
ferrous miscellaneous machinery fragments
ferrous miscellaneous machinery
ferrous miscellaneous machinery fragments
ferrous jar lids
ferrous can
ferrous miscellaneous
ferrous buckle
ferrous wire handles
non-ferrous wire handles
ferrous bolt head
Beatrice Hudson
CFG Heritage Ltd.

1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
2
41

Type

MNI label/marks

ferrous miscellaneous fragments
ferrous can/container lid
ferrous band fragments
ferrous miscellaneous machinery fragments
ferrous miscellaneous machinery fragments
ferrous band fragments
ferrous sheeting fragments
ferrous miscellaneous machinery fragments
ferrous shovel head
ferrous drum lid
ferrous drum band
ferrous can/container fragments
ferrous tin fragments
ferrous tin fragments
ferrous horseshoe
ferrous bar fragments
ferrous miscellaneous machinery fragments

6
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

Clothing hardware
ferrous buckle
shoe leather fragments
double-framed non-ferrous buckle
leather boot fragments
leather lace up boot fragments, soles heavily
hobnailed
leather belt fragments with iron buckle
leather boot fragments (workboots, moccasins
and lighter shoes)

1
1
1
1
4

Feature 4
Ceramic
brown stoneware jar/crock fragments
white stoneware miscellaneous fragments

1
1

Glass

42

whole aqua bottle
whole clear Vaseline jar
whole clear bottle
brown bottle base
whole brown crown-seal beer bottle
whole amber jar
whole amber poison bottle

1
2
1
1
1
1

whole clear jar
whole clear bottle
whole clear bottle
whole clear pill bottle
whole clear bottle
whole clear bottle
whole clear coffee and chicory bottle

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

M
Base, CHESEBROUGH/MFC./CO. CO./NEW YORK
G141/G 23/UGB
A G M/ 3/S 1025/NZ
Base, MADE IN NZ/AGM
CAL-BIS-NATE, Base AGM monogram
NOT TO BE TAKEN, Base AGM monogram, ribbed panels
either side of warning
AGM monogram
AGM monogram
AGM monogram
AGM monogram
AGM monogram
AGM monogram
BROWN BARRETT Ltd/AUCKLAND//ESSENCE OF
COFFEE/&/CHICORY//THIS BOTTLE IS THE
PROPERTY OF BROWN BARRETT Ltd, Base MADE IN
NZ/AGM
Athenree Homestead

Type

MNI label/marks

clear bottle base with part paper label

1

whole clear jar
clear bottle base
whole clear wood’s bottle

1
1
1

whole clear wood’s bottle

1

clear bottle base, probably Parke, Davis & Co.
whole milk-glass marmite jar
whole milk-glass marmite jar
clear bottle base
whole clear bottle
clear bottle base

1
1
2
10
1
1

whole clear cognac bottle

1

whole clear bottle
whole clear bottle
whole clear bottle
whole milk-glass skin cream jar
whole milk-glass ointment jar
whole clear paste bottle
whole clear jar lids

2
1
1
1
1
1
1

cobalt blue bottle fragments
whole clear stopper (perfume bottle?)
brown jar top
whole clear pill bottle
clear pill bottle top
whole clear bottle
whole clear pill bottle
whole brown pill bottle
whole clear pill bottle
whole clear bottle
whole clear bottle
whole clear bottle
clear bottle top
clear bottle top
whole clear bottle
lens from prescription glasses
whole clear jar
whole clear bottle
whole clear bottle
clear tumbler base with finely fluted sides

1
1
1
2
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
7
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

ESSENCE OF COFFEE/&/CHICORY, Base MADE IN/NZ
7/5598
MADE IN NZ/AGM
MADE IN NZ/AGM
WOODS/GREAT PEPPERMINT CURE/FOR COUGHS &
COLDS, Base AGM monogram
WOODS/GREAT PEPPERMINT CURE/FOR COUGHS &
COLDS, Base AGM monogram
PD & Co/284
PROPERTY OF MARMITE COMPANY, AGM monogram
PROPERTY OF MARMITE COMPANY, AGM monogram
10778
10778
…FFEE & CHICORY (no embossing on other sides) Base
MADE IN NZ/AGM
3 labels, neck label crescent shaped (not legible), strip above
main label ‘HENNESSY’, main label ‘JAs HENNESSY &
Co/COGNAC
DE WITT
DE WITT
DE WITT
part label ‘PURE SKIN FOOD..’
POND’S, Base MADE/IN/CANADA
SALISBURY on metal cap
TRADE MARK MASON’S IMPROVED/REGISTERED
MAY 23 1871
Uniced…/STROSCHE…

Metal
non-ferrous canister
ferrous food can base
non-ferrous door knob
brass miscellany
non-ferrous canister
Beatrice Hudson
CFG Heritage Ltd.

1
3
1
1
1

FILM/KODAK/TANK
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Type

MNI label/marks

ferrous table fork
brown enamel teapot lid

1
1

Miscellaneous
zinc screwtop jar lids with milk-glass inserts
stopper
battery part
zinc screwtop jar lids with milk-glass inserts

5
1
1
1

Feature 5
Ceramic
white semi-vitreous fragments
Metal
brass miscellany fragments
ferrous wire nail fragments

1
2

Feature 6
Metal
ferrous wire nail fragments

1

Feature 8
Ceramic
whiteware fragments
blue transfer print cup fragments
brown slip stoneware ink (?) bottle fragments
whiteware fragments
white semi-vitreous fragments
green transfer print cup/jug rim
brick fragments

1
1

1

Glass
whole brown bovril bottle

1

table glass fragments
mixed bottle fragments
milk-glass ointment pot fragments

1

2 oz/ BOVRIL/LIMITED (on both sides), Base BOTTLE
MADE IN ENGLAND/BY/FGC

Metal
ferrous horseshoe fragments
ferrous wire fragments
non-ferrous wire fragments
non-ferrous sheeting fragments
ferrous miscellaneous fragments
ferrous spike
ferrous bolt
ferrous wire nail fragments
ferrous cut nails fragments
ferrous strap hinge fragments
ferrous hook fragments
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1
1
2
1
1
1
2
30
2
1
1
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Type

MNI label/marks

Feature 9
Ceramic
dark blue edgebanded cup rim
brick fragments
Glass
clear bottle fragments
Miscellaneous
obsidian fragments
Feature 15
Metal
ferrous wire nail fragments
ferrous sheeting fragments

32
1

Feature 16
Metal
ferrous leadhead nail

1

Feature 18
Ceramic
white porcelain cup fragments

1

Glass
mixed bottle fragments

4

Feature 20
Ceramic
whiteware fragments
Glass
clear pharmaceutical bottle top

1

Metal
ferrous wire nail fragments

7

Feature 21
Glass
green bottle base

1

Metal
ferrous wire nail fragments

1

Surface
Ceramic
white plate fragments
brown stoneware tile fragments
white stoneware tile fragments
teal stoneware tile whole
green teapot fragments
white plate fragments
Beatrice Hudson
CFG Heritage Ltd.

Part green printed mark

2
1
2
45

Type

MNI label/marks

green poppy lid/dish fragments
poly-chrome plate fragments
poly-chrome plate rim
whiteware fragments
white semi-vitreous fragments
brick fragments
green slip plate fragments
brown stoneware tile fragments
blue/green stoneware tile fragments
blue transfer print saucer fragments
white miscellaneous fragments
white cup/saucer fragments

1
1
1

1

1

Glass
emerald green dr townsends’s sarsaparilla
bottle fragments
whole clear bottle
whole clear bottle
whole clear bottle
clear bottle fragments
whole clear spirit bottle
clear bottle fragments
brown crown-seal beer bottle top
clear bottle top
dark green whisky bottle base
green champagne bottle top
whole clear bottle
whole clear bottle
clear pharmaceutical bottle top
clear bottle stopper

1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1 with AGM monogram
AGM monogram
AGM monogram
DE WITT

Metal
ferrous bolt
ferrous bar fragments
ferrous bolt nut
ferrous d-bolt
ferrous spike
ferrous wire fragments
ferrous spike
ferrous pulley
ferrous wire nails
ferrous bolt
brass miscellany
ferrous horseshoe
ferrous miscellaneous fragments
ferrous standard fragments
ferrous bar fragments
ferrous miscellaneous machinery fragments
ferrous miscellaneous fragments

1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
8
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Clothing hardware
double-framed iron buckle

46

1
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